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Ike bacterial flora of the Atlantic ocean in the vicinity of

Woods Holl, Mass.

A contribution to the morphology and physiology of marine
bacteria.

H. L. RUSSELL.

WITH PLATE XXXVI.

In a previous paperi was recorded a series of observations
•Pon the bacterial life of the Mediterranean which were made
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A continuation of the study of the deeper waters was prt

eluded at Woods Holl by reason of the shallowness of the

ocean in the vicinity of this port. The shallow continental

platform which skirts the eastern edge of the U. S. is here at

its greatest width and the broad shoals of Nantucket are even

out of sight of land. The conditions however were favorable

for the investigation of marine forms in general.

Woods Holl is situated at the extremity of a narrow neck

of land that pushes southward from the southernmost point of

the Cape Cod peninsula. This narrow land strip is continued

seaward in the chain of the Elizabeth Islands and divides

Buzzard's Bay, an almost land-locked sea, from Vineyard

Sound. This latter body of water separates the mainland and

the Elizabeth Island chain from an outer range of islands com-

prising Nantucket, Martha's Vineyard and others.

The soil of the mainland is of a sandy nature and the *

eral aspect of the surrounding country is that of low hill ucn

as usually characterize a glaciated region. As there are

rivers of any magnitude, and no large cities to add their n

to the ordinary land drainage, the factor of land' contam.n*

tion is here reduced to a minimum.
^

Both the bodies of water mentioned, Buzzards m.
^

Vineyard Sound, served as a collecting ground for this t

Both are subject to tidal changes; the Sound being >

from end to end by an especially heavy tide.

The physical characters of the sea-bottom of tnese
rf

ies of water differed considerably, that of the bound b.
*

a sandy or rocky nature, while the bottom ot tn<
$

eluding a narrow littoral belt which is more or its
^ ^

covered with a uniform sheet of blue or gray silt.

fi

.

within a working distance of the laboratory exec ^
while the 20-fathom line was out of sight ot ia

• ^
quently all samples secured were from compara ri 7^ ^

depths, although in some cases twenty miles ir
Jflf

land, with the exception of a few that were take ^ ffl0

the U. S. F. C. steamer Grampus at a distance

miles from the coast.

M
The methods used in securing the s

f
mPlesot *

those tb<

tertobe analyzed were essentially the sam - ^ &
were employed at Naples. These methods na
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scribed elsewhere, so that a detailed account of them again is

mnecessary. 3

The use of the water apparatus for the second season has
nfirmed the favorable results obtained during the preceding

By means of it, a sample of water may be taken from
»y depth without the slightest contamination from the inter-

The cheapness and ease with which
mple piece of apparatus can be made makes it all the
applicable for its purpose.

The culture technique was substantially the same as used

:

r water masses.

*ples, so that direct comparisons might be made. Sea
usually used in the preparation of the agar and gel-

media.

Relation of bacteria to marine waters.

1 considering the bacterial content of the sea. attention will
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DEPTHOF WATERIN FEET.

NUMBEROF BACTERIA PER CC. FOUNDIN THI

WATERAT DIFFERENT DEPTHS(IN FEET).

O 15 20 25 30

46

35 40 45 5°

lO . . . 6 8
IK i75

AO 3 105

4.C 16

18
5

40CO

6* no 120 6

A above table indicates,

. unit of volume varied from a few germs to about 1:0.

per

especial difference in numbers can be noted in the various
.

:h*

variations. The wato

rial life, .ind the

rfici

that may not be ascribed to local

seems to be peopled at all depths with bacte

deeper layers appear to be as rich as the more stipe

These results, on the whole, agree quite closely with tno*

obtained at Naples. Although the depth there u »/

greater, no marked diminution could be detected betuee
S

Almost every cubic ecu
superficial and the bottom layers,

meter of wate
&

!uro

nf theally not exceed.

„

& „ -

Karlinski 4 in studying the waters of Lake Borke, o -^
fresh water lakes in Bosnia, arrives at a somewhat c ^
conclusion. He finds that the germ life is much ncher

His in'
risurface and that there is a gradual diminution

It*samples from increasing depth are examined.

tion, however, only extended to the depth of tiny - ^
surprising that there should be so marked a dec

- ^ ,

bers as he gives with such a slight change in depot

the case with marine waters airea< ^ 9

as the analyses made at Naples and at Woo

show any law of distribution in this manner .^J
Whether the ^reat bulk of the ocean water, ^ ^

certainly not

great

micro-org
teriological exam
tances from land.

,„> „ not yet positively known

nation has been made of water '«

In fact the knowledge thatjvejo

real
<***

4 Cent, fur Bakt. xn. 220.
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s class of life in the open ocean is practically nothing, for
ntific expeditions have as yet paid no attention to the

cvestigation of these forms.
While we have no direct knowledge concerning their pres-

ence in mid-ocean, it is not unreasonable to suppose that they«
J

present throughout the great mass of oceanic waters.
Ihe conditions for their development here are quite as

PWas are found 1,1 fresh water. True it is that many formston water are of undoubted land origin, but we recognize
1 of species as being so well adapted for development

"ter alone, that they have received the name of "water
a. As we look upon the sea as the original home of

LeX1 C
,

e
'

k is not at a11 improbable that these

th h
""memorial.
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!
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germs to the water level and thus raises the average great]

for the time being at least. Then another cause is the greate

rapidity of multiplication in these waters on account of the

higher temperature.

Comparisons can scarcely be made under equal conditions

between the bacteria found in streams and springs and those

inhabiting the ocean. The proportions existing betw the

waters of our great inland seas and that of the ocean would

be much more reliable but as we have no data concerning the

bacterial contents of these large fresh water masses, this ( I

not at present be made.
In the light of our present knowledge, the assertion !

to be warranted that marine waters are not as rich in bacter-

ial life as fresh water masses.
The question of the vertical distribution of bacterial lile

throughout large bodies of water has a direct relation to the

problem of sedimentation. The specific gravity oft na

cannot exceed very much that of water, especially salin

tions like the sea, yet it would not be unreasonable l up-

pose that these organisms would slowly tend to settle to the

bottom in obedience to a universal law. Especially"

this be likely with forms that are in a spore condition,

are immotile and of higher specific gravity than active proto-

plasm.

But the question as to whether there is a "perpetual sh

of germ life on the sea bottom is not so easily answered
^

number of opposing factors enter into the question and ma

it difficult to say what actually takes place under natural

ditions. The experiments of Bolton, and Hiippe upon

settling of bacteria in tall cylinders do not give any _pj* j

answer, for the natural increase by growth is counter

by the constant dying off of old forms.

Motility is another factor of the problem as tlm-

endowed with locomotor powers are easily aDic i«

the effect of gravity. . .

, n j <fcep

Cramer 5 who has investigated both the super nc.a';

.

.

waters of Lake Zurich is unable to note any mai keflo

in numbers between the surface and the ground a>t- •

This season's work substantiates the results ot m r

year and leads us to the conclusion that the dee pe
.

L m,•„ u^.^:„, uu ~- *u~ c „rf a rP. Whether tnisi
as rich in bacterial life as the surface.

BDie Wasserversorgung von Zurich. 1885.
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for the abysmal depths of the ocean is hazardous to say.
The diminution in temperature as the depth of the ocean in-
creases will of course retard the growth of micro-organisms.

lie deepest point from which water samples were taken in
« Mediterranean (3,200"; showed thirty germs per cc. but
ie temperature in this instance was high for deep water as
as sea has a constant temperature of about 55 F. below the

too feet line.

Relation of bacteria to the sea-floor.

Jen we consider the bacterial flora of the sea-bottom, the
J S °' the analyses of mud show a widely different con-

fer
™"or ganism s are always present in very great

ks
S

fl

Numerically, as regards the bacterial contents,

iate r m
S a simiIar elation to the superincumbent

^ospher

SSeS

h
hat the su PerficiaI soil layers do to the

» Humeri
Ve

"
This is on!y true

'
novvever

>
from

id* '
l p

and P° int
»
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Hie air I ,
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- " <-uc set noor, wnne tne germs in

* ve I foiTJ 1

r 0rigm in the soiL In on{ y tvvo instances

**edth?rrt
tWoods Holl forms in the water that plainly

-cases
Wei *

e derived from the slime la y ers below -

aoied
at th !

re exp ' a ' nable
- however, for a heavy tide was

probable
that H

the SamP Ies vvere taken and lt is hi Zh[ y

bottom a ,
,

tldal cur rent detached particles of mud from

••Dple of „ j
S the mud bacteria were included in the

k bround water, although five or six feet from the

analyses nf «-i

*
3 seas

Sea bottom th at were made at Woods
*

^ples w°

n C° Vered nea rly one hundred tests. Most of

*'
incM

S
?

Cured from Buzzard's Bay and Vineyard

The
material of widely varying physical char-

r
' m'les an^ p

overecJ was not far from one hundred
.no included all depths from the shore line to

the "avg

"

five samPles that were analysed from this lo-

in no^
6 number of bacteria per cc. was about

method
CaS

VVaS a samPle of mud tested by means of

I °ivari a f
S that did not yield bacteria although the

lj
fewin.

tl0nwe rewide.
Ooo

percc £
es

'
the number of germs present were fully

•' °ut these exceptional cases are to be ex-
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plained in the same way as in those samples of water that far
exceeded the general average.

Not much of an idea can be gained from an average like
this unless other conditions are taken into consideration.

As
ter o\ the sea bottom at the various places from which to-

pics were taken, the analyses have been arranged v h

reference to this point to see what effect the substratum bad
upon the presence of bacterial life.

The opportunity for a comparison of this nature was all the

more favorable at Woods Holl on account of the slight an

tion in the depth of the water. All samples that were a il«

yzed were secured at depths ranging from 25 to 6f.
that this factor was fairly constant. According to the anal-

yses made at Naples, this element of depth entered w
strongly into the problem of quantitative distribution, there

being a marked decrease in numbers as the depth incn -d.

It has already been ascertained through the investigation

of Frankel 6 and Reimers 7 that virgin soil is much poorer 1

bacterial life than that which has been disturbed, and that in

a general way, the bacterial contents of a soil are largely de-

pendent upon the amount of organic material that is con-

tained therein. As the sea bottom is practically undistuffc

as far as the influence of man is concerned, a comparison

the germ life of different soil bottoms ought to yield natural

results.

From a mechanical standpoint, a fine silt would offer bett

conditions for bacterial life than a coarser soil, as there

more room in the interspaces in which the bacteria may De-

velop.

Wh in
nd

to be 45 per cent, of its volume while that of clay is W)
per cent. more.

The majority of the samples that were taken from tn

bottom were either composed of a very fine silt or a
nf

pb
quartz sand mixed with clay. In several instances, sa ^
of pure "live" sand, as these shifting shoals are called,

.

also tested as to their bacterial life. Grouping the a**.

according to the physical character of the bottom from ^
the respective samples were derived, it was found tna ^
A. ——̂ ^ *—

•Frankel: Zeits. f. Hygiene n (1887). 521.
7 Reimers: Zeits. f. Hyg. vn (1889). 307.
"Whitney: Fourth Md. Agric. Rept. (1892). 281.
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tests of the very fine blue and gray silt yielded on the average
about 17,000 germs per cc. Thirty-five samples of a mixed
quartz sand and clay gave an average of nearly 20,000 germs
per unit of measure. The few samples of pure shifting sand
were practically free from organic matter and contained only
about 5,000 germs. Not enough tests were made to say

ier this ratio would be maintained or not, but the dif-
ference between the sandy clay and silt is quite within the
mts of ordinary variation. The species found in the pure
'Jd

did not differ from those growing in the clay soils.
Quantitatively, the marine mud in the vicinity of Woods

wit contains much less germ life than that of the Mediter-
•an in the vicinity of Naples. The Naples cultures made
n mud taken at the depth of 150" or less, yielded

Bually

cc, while those made

I

teeded

M
° f ^ AtIantic in onI y exceptional instances ex-

! 3-20 oo°'

°

00 germs while tne average content was about

1 \\ ,

per unit of volume. Just what conditions bring
/ ucn a marked diminution is not easy to sec. The

fetalfe'iT"
the NaP Ies analyses include only the sam-

f lt
-

at a distance of two miles or more from land.

8ats ide of
?pe

.

arence of the cultures, this limit seemed to be

sew
lnfluence of land contamination. The major-

v

ions

age

i?

nd flesh water forms do not find favorable

•ProbableV ^ f ° r their develo Pment, but ic is bi ^ hl y

cj w at a11 germs introduced in this way are de-

^Jtions a ^ y n ° d ° ubt ada Pt themselves to their changed

Woods'hm
^ able to live

- At a11 events, the conditions

Hevare
at V T^

m a11 Proba bility more nearlv normal than

Ichenorm
P

'
aS the Possibility of the introduction of

*«i thk
,°

US number s as would be derived from a large city

*- taw eXduded
-

!Swat k
W° rk has been carried on in much more

*P* od fk
Ut the differ ence in temperature is not great.

the tem
servation at Naples extended from April to

^6o^.: P
p

rature of the water during this time varying

Plater A .
Tni s year the work was carried on some-

mper a *.

* trn ^e dUf -1
S ° ne of the more important factors that

,lhisc
aseth ? u

10n of micro-organisms, but it would seem
nat the difference in bacterial contents of the
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two localities examined must be explained in some other
way.

As yet, we do not possess sufficient knowledge concerning
the distribution of bacterial life to satisfactorily explain this

peculiarity.

bottom
water masses

The idea was advanced as a result of last year's tests that

the high content of mud when compared with water was in

part due to the growth of distinct species that were to be

found only in the mud. This indigenous flora was in no way

derived from the water masses above but had spread itself

over the sea bottom in a way not at present thorough!}

understood. This theory was based upon the fact as deter-

mined by cultures that at least 35 per cent, of the total bac-

terial contents of the Mediterranean mud in the vicinity of

Naples was included in three species that were exclusively

slime bacteria.

The work this season afforded an opportunity to test the

correctness of this view on data from a widely different source.

The idea has already gained some ground that the soil bot-

toms of the oceans have derived their bacterial contents from

the water mainly as a result of sedimentation.
This result is based upon the fact that while river water

is usually rich in germ life, lake water is poor; therefore it M

inevitable that the mud must have derived its bacterial hie

from the lake water by sedimentation.
Practically no data had ever been gathered on the rich;

of either lake or sea bottoms in bacterial life from a quant

tive standpoint so that the conclusion was mainly an a p">

one. The results of experimental sedimentation tests don«

show that bacteria have any decided tendency toward d<

sition. The self-purification of polluted streams that 11

to be explained upon the theory of sedimentation 1
no*

counted for largely in another way and we have no po twe

perimental knowledge that sedimentation of all these n

scopic vegetative forms exists. The results of this
^

servationsare entirelyin conformitv with those of the pre*
^

year, and indicate beyond a doubt that a large propor ti

the bacteria in the mud are inhabitants solely of this na^
The majority of the individual germs present are em
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a few species. One form, Bacillus limicola, is very corn-

ion and is almost always found in every culture that is made
from the mud. Besides this predominating form there

are several other species that are also exclusive mud dwell-

ers. This indigenous mud flora, however, does not make up
the entire percentage. In every sample analyzed there is to

be found a goodly number of germs that are also inhabitants
of the superincumbent water masses. These have not fallen

to the sea bottom in a dormant condition, but are actively
vegetating, as will be shown in the succeeding paragraph.

The actual stage of development in which marine bacteria

are found.
The quantitative analysis of the ocean waters and the under-

in
.? floor by means of cultures gives us an approximate idea as

the number of individuals that are to be found therein, but

,

es

,

e r

J-

Sults do not in themselves tell us the actual condition

titi I

cte
.

ri
.

a "~ whether the germ life is in an actively vege-
'

' n
2 condition, or is merely in a quiescent spore stage.

f e the waters of the globe filled throughout with bacterial
m fuI1 activity? I s the ocean bottom peopled with forms

e Undergoing their cycles of development, or is it merely

e

at

e

"ton h

"

g place for the "perpetual shower" of organic beings
above whose active existence is at an end?

dj a
determined the presence on the sea bottom of in-

* ous species, so the most natural inference is that these

irrvin

d t0 the mud la y ers must Possess the mcanS

The
g ° n tHeir met abolic activity.

which
, s

q
K

eSt ' 0n Can be approached in two ways. One of

lh

^
bY inferential reasoning and can only be relied upon

LXte nt of affording a check upon the other method.

appe ar
•

° det ermine the number of colonies day by day as they

Vativ
cultu res. If the bacteria present are in both a

; t

e and s Pore stage, the time of incubation before the

germs develop into colonies microscopically v le

?
Ulte different. Those serais that are already m an

pow
t h a

C

?
etatlVe condition will immediately begin their

^eaW *[ th m°st saprophytic species this will be mam-

Wi th thn.
" thirt y- six h °urs from the preparation of cultures.

Won ?.
rmsthatare in a restin S sta - e

'

thC ^f
e of hIT

11 be c °nsiderably lengthened. Taking advan-
thls f act, we can by counting the number of developing
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.

colonies in the cultures on successive days get an approximate

idea as to the actual condition of the bacteria in the sample

when it was taken. This method is of course only applicable

under certain conditions, for if there is a great variety in th

number of different species, the rate of development of the

various forms may vary to such an extent as to impair th

accuracy of this method.
The method, however, possesses a certain value in thee e

in hand as the number of species is not large and as it afford

a check on the second method which is experimental.

The other method consists in destroying all forms that are

in a vegetative state by sterilization at a low temperature

This temperature should not be high enough to injure the

germs that are already in a dormant state but should be suffi-

cient to kill all forms having protoplasm in an active condition.

The quantitative determination of the bacteria in equal vol-

umes of the sample of water or diluted mud before and after

this sterilizing process affords us data for this problem.

Unequal distribution of the germs in the different cultures

will materially affect this result, but if proper precautions an

taken to thoroughly distribute the bacteria in the fluid befor

the control cultures are made, this element of error is mater-

ially reduced. ...

Samples of water as well as of mud were subjected to ls

method of differentiation and were sterilized for one hour a

the temperature of 70 C. This temperature is considerat^

higher than any known form of active protoplasm can enc ur

so that one may be absolutely sure that all colonies develop K

in heated cultures originated from sporiferous germs. ^ ^
Ten series of tests were made with samples taken

•
^

water at varying depths and in all but one of tn

"heated" cultures developed bacteria in greater or less

^^
bers. The percentage of sporiferous bacteria in ^ ^
varied widely and in two instances the cultures su J ^ tf

this partial sterilization showed nearly as many CO ^^
those untreated. Bacteria, in a spore condition were ^^
strated in the superficial water layers as well as at tn

and intervening depths. ,
f rom the

Ten series of tests were also made upon the mu ^ f

sea bottom. These likewise showed a varying per ^^
the bacteria present on the sea floortoj^ejnj^re^^ ^

9 Except two or three thermophilous species. according to Mique
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tion. As in the case with the water cultures the limits of

ration with the mud bacteria varied widely. In one instance
only (forty-five feet deep) were no bacteria found in spore
condition.

These results accord in a general way with those made in

the Mediterranean and show that while the water and under-

[ sea floor are filled with bacterial life, they are by no
means in an entirely quiescent condition. Both water and
mud are peopled with micro-organisms that are undergoing

[ r cycle of development here as elsewhere.
,, .

[To be continued
.)
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nation collecting-. —I have spent the month of August at Sakonnet

""j. Little Compton, R. I. For one week I had the company of

^
James L. Bennett, who I found had made an extended list of

bier

P

p

ntSOf thC region< Among the interesting species are Sene-

MJ-J'

<

!

ronopus in Srea t abundance; Woodwardia angustifolia, quite

Jul but not in fruit; and all the queer abnormal varieties con-

^ofOnocleasensibilis.
ere is a swamp wood near the house where I am stopping, full

^ x opaca of large size. I. glabra, I. laevigata, and I. verticillata,

—
in

CCU
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There is a Perfect tan Sle of Mikania scandens >

foouif^
up int ° the trees - xt is " ch b ° tanizing ai1

icarV !

SSWam
P" Nowhere did I ever see more brilliant Lobe-

Opeciall '

Wefind over fortv trees about here
'

the ° ak bemg

** finH

Wdl re Presen ted. On all the meadow lands near the sea

Z * quamities of Anagallis arvensis. The splendid Hibiscus

.

tQ s grows in the salt marshes. I have found no Sabbatias.
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iiiarsiies. 1 nave iuuuu **- —

?tow n
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T
ayS have been P,cked UP now and then in the neighb ° r "

that phv

TlVerton
> I am on the lookout for them here. I might say

In th p

S0St

?f
a Vir g in iana is quite common on the roadsides.

Wook I f

le 0f the swamp wood before mentioned, near a lovely

*onk< n
a b0ulder thus inscribed: "To the Memory of Awer-

*nt JJ

™n of the Sakonnates, and Friend of the Whiteman." I have

In the J 1
1

Py hours in this secluded spot,

"ccmn'
ySUmmer ! botanized extensively about Mt. Wachusett

* *th t/
W' th Mr - J" F - Collins. Afterwards I explored the Tacon-

B*ilev p Harris on brothers, of Lebanon Springs.-W. Whitman


